Bringing the best together
Uniglobe ensures enriched atmosphere for out-of-the-classroom learning purpose that comes true in innovative and inquisitive thinking as an outbreak of pleasure and internal satisfaction.
I am very pleased to offer this note to all prospective students, parents and members of civil society by welcoming them at Uniglobe HSS/College of Science for the top-notch science education in Nepal. With a vision of “preparing the seeds of future doctors, engineers, and scientists”, Uniglobe HSS/College has taken a singular role in the field of science education by becoming a “Centre of Academic Excellence”. Uniglobe HSS/College has been able to embrace the need of indomitable expertise in the areas of science and technology not only for building the new pyramids of development but also for enhancing tomorrow’s nation builders’ invent and live – capability. Uniglobe HSS/College has been equipped to help young dynamic scholars grab plethora of opportunities in the areas such as group learning, group project, innovations and exploration oriented activities, leadership activities, critical and creative thinking activities, science research project activities, national and international science exhibition programs and more...

As an academic advisor, I would convey all the prospective students, guardians and well-wishers to be assured on achieving quality education in a perfectly professional environment. I feel that college is highly committed to cashing potentials in the overall growth of young and inquisitive minds, and paving the door for making them to be successful future professionals and socially upright citizens of the country.

Prof. Dr. Mohan Bikram Gewali
Chief Academic Advisor

In true sense, building a strong scientific society capable to switching on innovative ideas and techniques, and generating resources for holistic development of nation, is the need of New Nepal. The future dream of can get substantiated only if its youths are concurrently mobilized to grasp knowledge, skills and ideas which must stand instrumental in controlling the changing situations in addition to enabling them to tackle with the challenges of living with standard in 21st century.

Dr. Karan Singh Thagunna
Principal
Dear Aspirant Students,

I, from the core of my heart and on behalf of Uniglobe Higher Secondary School, welcome all the enthusiastic S.G. graduates to this world-class, research driven, independent and unmatched learning abode of science who are prepared to open their hidden potentials for the journey of self-discovery to grow as future doctors, engineers, pilots, scientists, researchers and most demanded skilled technicians who are prepared to open their hidden potentials for the journey of self-discovery to grow as future doctors, engineers, pilots, scientists, researchers and most demanded skilled technicians. I, from the core of my heart and on behalf of Uniglobe Higher Secondary School, welcome all the enthusiastic S.G. graduates to this world-class, research driven, independent and unmatched learning abode of science who are prepared to open their hidden potentials for the journey of self-discovery to grow as future doctors, engineers, pilots, scientists, researchers and most demanded skilled technicians.

Uniglobe family stands for the uniqueness of this institute that envisions not only in academic merit as a way of Uniglobe life, but in its ability to extend its experiences with gorgeous team of UGHSS/College faculties and its scholarly students under prominent team of founders, whom I am privileged to work with as the program coordinator of science. From the day one I have found my students self-disciplined, working hard, and forward looking in an ever-increasing goal to acquire new ideas and try out new experiments that we have ever emphasized to instill in them for learning. I have ever directed my efforts to facilitate each student under my inspection as a family member of Uniglobe HSS/College and do feel greatly honored to solve problems when my students approach me in the times of their needs. I have learned to dedicate myself with the best to impart value based practical education in science that strives to satisfy aspirations of sparking teen minds dreaming to be future Scientists, Doctors, Engineers, etc.

Ashok Kumar Choudhary
Program Coordinator

The overall management of Uniglobe HSS/college is governed by the company board and for this, academic policy and plans are carried out in action under the direct leadership of the Principal as the Chief Executive Officer supported by other management team members who should be accountable to the board of directors. The Board specifies directions and working guidelines to the organization and monitors the performance of the management team in a regular company audit module. The Board as the governing body of Uniglobe HSS/college is intended to ensure that the management team of the college, responsible for implementing our organizational plans and policies into action for overall achievement of the targets given. The management team is, therefore, accountable for effective and efficient operations of the organization.

We from the governing board firmly believe that our organization is perfectly designed in the collaborative leadership module where every member whether student’s bench or professionals’ desk is mobilized to exert goal oriented efforts toward achieving individual as well as institutional objectives. All the goal oriented individuals from all corners of the country are happily welcomed to join this giant scholarly fist for your bright career life, science and technology ahead.

Dr. Khagendra P. Ojha
Chairman
The team comprises professors and experienced educational experts, having taught at diverse sectors at home and abroad. The college founders are from major promoters of Global College of Management and Uniglobe HSS/college, who have been running HSSB and University Programs ranging from +2 level through bachelor and master’s degree.

Ashok Kumar Choudhary
Program Coordinator

I am immensely fascinated to share my feelings out of though short span of working experiences with gorgeous team of UGHSS/College faculties and its scholarly students. I have been privileged to work with such an academic environment where students approach me in the times of their needs. I have learned to dedicate myself with the best to impart value based practical education in science that strives to satisfy aspirations of sparking teen minds dreaming to be future Scientists, Doctors, Engineers, etc.

Ashok Kumar Choudhary
Program Coordinator

Dr. Khagendra P. Ojha
Chairman

We will ensure that your dream is nourished in the best possible environment in the UGHSS/Collage.
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Uniglobe ensures enriched atmosphere for out-of-the-classroom learning purpose that comes true in innovative and inquisitive thinking as an outbreak of pleasure and internal satisfaction.
We, at Uniglobe HSS/college, firmly believe that science, medical science, engineering and information technology are the most obligatory areas to help celebrate life through transformational values in today’s digitally fashioned world, an offspring technology of science and engineering. Ability to espouse scientific knowledge and skills in applied science and technology along with ascetic predilection of natural opulence gifted on this mother earth is undoubtedly an additional asset for living a scientifically and socially augmented life. Empirical patterns as being the most mandatory conditions to study courses in science and technology, participatory learning of science outfitted with the splendidly updated science lab equipment enriched with learner-friendly technology make the entire learning process at UGHS/college broadly invigorating and rejuvenating.

Uniglobe HSS/college Board Directors comprises major promoters of Global College of Management and Uniglobe College, who have been running HSEB and University programs ranging from +2 through bachelor and master degree programs. Uniglobe HSS/college entrusts high sense of responsibility in its faculty members who bear excellent professional track records in their respective subjects, in its students and the staff to create, to share and to apply knowledge of science and IT education. Uniglobe HSS/college embodies the principle of “Esprit de corps”, as the chief requisite for sustainable, safe and progressive future of the organization.

Trust-based staff relation— geared to assist and support academic and co-curricular activities as the core concern of the college—is an instance of prominent working etiquette of Uniglobe HSS/college. The perfectly built premises, distinct and pleasing interior ambiances and most attractive in-house facilities supplement the most rewarding learning atmosphere. With a superlative infrastructure unmatched with any of its contemporaries, Uniglobe HSS/college has drawn on the essence of sophistication of modernization to serve the professionals of tomorrow in the field of general science, medical science, engineering, and information technology, highly cherished academic disciplines in the century and ahead.
Philosophy

Uniglobe HSS/college aims to be a world-class, research-driven, independent Centre of Science Education that ensures a conducive environment to groom and nurture potential individuals to be future scientists, researchers, doctors, engineers, pilots, medical doctors and proficient technicians to serve humanity at home and abroad.

Mission

Our mission is to develop a referral learning abode in the academic discipline of Science and Technology with boundless opportunities and career in the field of Research and Inventor, Medical Science, Engineering, and Technology imparting time-tested and life-centered quality education in a congenial environment deploying it for the service to humanity.

Objectives

Our objectives are to:

1. To construct and disseminate research-based knowledge in science and technology;
2. To develop leadership in science and technology in an innovative teaching-learning environment with special emphasis on problem solving methods and practical course deliveries;
3. To ensure nurturing environment for scientific discoveries and inventions in general and medical science, engineering and technology, and
4. To contribute to the welfare and development of society at local, national and global levels by ensuring quality education in science and technology.

Strategies

To achieve its objectives, Uniglobe HSS/college will adopt the following dynamics:

• Quality environment as standardized library, sophisticated and well-equipped laboratory, hygienic and facilitated cafeteria, playground and teaching aids;
• Highly qualified and professional faculties having proven track records in the field of science education;
• Equipment supported and technology-assisted delivery for classroom and project-based teaching;
• Most relevant vocational and professional courses designed to meet the objectives of foundational science, medical science, electronics technology and engineering courses;
• Quality assignment and scientific tracking systems;
• Eminent grading system based on universally accepted appraisal standards with quality at par excellence.
Dummy Text: Uniglobe ensures enriched atmosphere for out-of-the-classroom learning purpose that comes true in innovative and inquisitive thinking as an outbreak of pleasure and internal satisfaction.
Studying science broadens understanding of the world in students and allows them to develop accepted scientific knowledge, and give them the skills needed to approach matters in a reasoned and analytical manner. Science makes a positive impact on people’s lives and in many cases it saves lives too. Remedies for many of the challenges that face our world get developed by researchers who devote their whole lives to the pursuit of science. Studying science opens students to a wide range of ways of thinking e.g. analytical observations, identifying trends and patterns, as well as mathematical computations, in addition to important practical laboratory work. So, to cater this need, Uniglobe HSS/college has envisioned a mission; developing a world class science educational milieu in the country for new generations.

Course Composition
All subjects on list of grade eleven are compulsory and students can choose one subject i.e. either Mathematics or Biology or Computer science in grade twelve.

GRADE XI
Compulsory Subjects
1. English
2. Physics
3. Chemistry
4. Mathematics
Optional Subjects
1. Biology
2. Computer Science

GRADE XII
Compulsory Subjects
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Physics
4. Chemistry
Optional Subjects
1. Biology
2. Mathematics
3. Computer Science

Uniglobe HSS/college science program is a distinct but core academic program of the entire institution itself, with a tremendous vision to supplement the nation’s dire need of proficient, skilled and promising scientific minds who would be passing the +2 science course be easily taken, for admission to advance courses of science and technology such as MBBS or medical science stream for receiving medical doctor – Degree, general sciences for general area – professional involvements, engineering such as civil and electronics and more, and information technology. Uniglobe HSS/college science program is the HSS affiliated and Nepalese government recognized +2 level course designed with goals, focusing and foregrounding the academic fronts of the nation to buffer for advancement in science and technology and keeping pace with the fast changing pattern of learning for action to cope with the forth coming global challenges as well as needs of the day.
Uniglobe ensures enriched atmosphere for out-of-the-classroom learning purpose that comes true in innovative and inquisitive thinking as an outbreak of pleasure and internal satisfaction.
Teaching Approach

The two-year +2 curriculum is a two-year +2 curriculum is an academically challenging course of learning designed in due consideration with requirements of transitional phase of life. Holistic transformation of scholars from their droning mental frame to cognitive maturity demands high level of motivation to enable them to focus upon set goals. This fervently results only in students' satisfaction and continuing interest in education.

Exposure to modern, in-depth, pragmatic, and effective education is highly pertinent for higher and specialized education and to this end a +2 system is deemed best. The +2 science program leads to a sound academic foundation for further studies in general science, health & medical science, engineering, electronic and digital technology science.

Teaching methods at Uniglobe HSS/College are a combination of various techniques such as tutorials, seminars, independent work-assignments, group assignments, presentations, discussions, class visits, project works, case studies, laboratory experiments and practical classes. The class discussions comply with presentations, reviews, action learning, and project work relating various kinds of science and technology areas. Few prominent highlights of course delivery and teaching methods at Uniglobe HSS/college are briefed in the subsections below:

Group work

Students are exposed to group works of various kinds on regular basis within and beyond the class hours. The college has set up group presentations and adequate self-study. The college has set up an autonomous mechanism that systematizes self-monitoring of the academic performance and progress of each +2 student.

Presentation

With a view to complement the class discussions and lectures on varying topics relating science and technology, presentation has been established as a key pattern in teaching approach at Uniglobe HSS/College. Students are fairly provided with technical and logistic support to prepare power point presentations on the topics assigned to them by the faculties as a part of core learning process regulated and made compulsory with internal academic assessment system. Student quality circle meetings, subject and theme relevant workshops, seminars and interaction sessions are the regular segments of presentation program at Uniglobe HSS/college.

Project work

Project making, an integral practical aspect of science, is a core subject area for students to work individually as well as in groups at Uniglobe HSS/College. Inquiry based learning, experiments, observation, and survey projects are the key methods applied at Uniglobe HSS/college for students to be engaged to promote their ability to research, analyze and interpret knowledge followed by projects to present the reports. The projects cover general areas such as Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Computer Science and Technology.
envisioning, exploring and selecting...
Uniglobe ensures enriched atmosphere for out-of-the-classroom learning purpose that comes true in innovative and inquisitive thinking as an outburst of pleasure and internal satisfaction.
ELIGIBILITY
Students seeking admissions at Uniglobe HSS/College are required to pass educational profile including SSC or equivalent with minimum 60% in aggregate.

ENTRANCE TEST
Students must appear in the entrance test scheduled by Uniglobe HSS/college. The test comprises questions mainly on science such as Physics, Chemistry and Biology, Mathematics, English and General Knowledge.

PSYCHOMETRIC TEST
To develop and strengthen the intelligence (mixture of several abilities) of a student, Psychometric Test (psychometric test) comprises self rated questionnaire. Student must appear for this test to enhance their multi dimensional approach in the related field.

INTERVIEW
Each candidate on being declared passed in the entrance test is called for interview. Interview is an important test to check the profile as stipulated: SLC or equivalent with minimum 60% in aggregate.

FINAL RESULT FOR ADMISSION
The final result of successful candidates for admission is published on the basis of weighted average of the entrance test, interview and SLC score.

SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME
- Highest scorer in an average of SSC, entrance examination and interview at Uniglobe HSS/College (1)
- Admission fee 50% off
- Admission and annual fees 50% off
- Score between 85-88% in SLC
- Score between 80-83% in SLC
- Score between 90-95% in SLC
- Score between 75-80% in SLC
- More than 95% in an average of Term I, II and Pre-Board exams in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- Grade XII:Winner of National Scholastic Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- Grade XII:Winner of Excellence Scholarship. Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- First position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college
- Score above 92% in SLC
- Score between 90-92% in SLC
- Score between 88-90% in SLC
- Score between 85-88% in SLC
- First position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college
- Second position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college (1)
- National Player (1)
- Applicant student should have highest score among the applicants;
- Applicant student should have HSEB recommendation letter;
- Applicant student should maintain academic position as well as college discipline.

NOTE:
1. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline or the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation. 
2. The college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.
3. Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
4. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.
5. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.

Maximum amount of scholarship does not exceed 100% of annual fees in grade XI and 75% of annual fees in grade XII. The college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.

Entry Requirements

Requirements
- Adverse and annual fees 75% off and monthly fee 100% off.
- Adverse and annual fees 50% off and monthly fee 100% off.
- Score between 85-88% in SLC
- Score between 80-83% in SLC
- Score between 90-95% in SLC
- Score between 75-80% in SLC
- More than 95% in an average of Term I, II and Pre-Board exams in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- Grade XII:Winner of National Scholastic Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- Grade XII:Winner of Excellence Scholarship. Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
- First position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college
- Score above 92% in SLC
- Score between 90-92% in SLC
- Score between 88-90% in SLC
- Score between 85-88% in SLC
- First position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college
- Second position holder in an average of Term XII, XI and Pre-Board exams in grade XII at Uniglobe HSS/college (1)
- National Player (1)
- Applicant student should have highest score among the applicants;
- Applicant student should have HSEB recommendation letter;
- Applicant student should maintain academic position as well as college discipline.

NOTE:
1. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation. 
2. The college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.
3. Award to the highest scorer in Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI at Uniglobe HSS/college in grade XI
4. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.
5. Applicant student should fill all the requirements. If the recipient student is unable to maintain academic position as well as college discipline; the college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.

Maximum amount of scholarship does not exceed 100% of annual fees in grade XI and 75% of annual fees in grade XII. The college administration reserves the right to fix quota as per internal and financial situation.
Teaching faculty and administrative staff have been prudently selected to deliver the best quality services possible. Further, faculty development goal of the institution is addressed by availing its full time faculties with a regular exposure to national as well as international seminars, workshops and training programs. The performance of each staff is reviewed at least once in a year and for this performance appraisal frame is applied as a key assessment tool.

Academic Department

The academic department is the major department of Uniglobe HSS/college. The department is further divided into sub sections handled by a head of the section from the faculty having strong academic experience along with distinct academic profile in the relevant field. Each section consists of a number of full-time, part-time and visiting faculties. The major academic departments are:

- Physics Department
- Chemistry Department
- Biology Department
- Mathematics Department
- English & Communication Department
- Computer Science Department
- CCA/TEA Department
- Research Department
- Career Counseling

Teaching Faculty

The resourceful strength of teaching staff is the most decisive factor for success of an educational entity. The quality of education delivered to a large extent depends upon the quality of teaching staff that is deployed by the organization. Uniglobe HSS/college has very well groomed huge mass of professionals in its management team and the teaching faculties from diverse academic cultures. Owing to its robust family of teaching resources and faculties, Uniglobe HSS/college predicated to deliver the best science +2 programme. All our personnel have a vast experience who have already created an image in the field of science education. The faculties have been presented in the list of their respective department as shown on box.

Human Resource

Teaching faculty and administrative staff have been prudently selected to deliver the best quality services possible. Further, faculty development goal of the institution is addressed by availing its full time faculties with a regular exposure to national as well as international seminars, workshops and training programs. The performance of each staff is reviewed at least once in a year and for this performance appraisal frame is applied as a key assessment tool.

Academic Department

The academic department is the major department of Uniglobe HSS/college. The department is further divided into sub sections handled by a head of the section from the faculty having strong academic experience along with distinct academic profile in the relevant field. Each section consists of a number of full-time, part-time and visiting faculties. The major academic departments are:

- Physics Department
- Chemistry Department
- Biology Department
- Mathematics Department
- English & Communication Department
- Computer Science Department
- CCA/TEA Department
- Research Department
- Career Counseling

Teaching Faculty

The resourceful strength of teaching staff is the most decisive factor for success of an educational entity. The quality of education delivered to a large extent depends upon the quality of teaching staff that is deployed by the organization. Uniglobe HSS/college has very well groomed huge mass of professionals in its management team and the teaching faculties from diverse academic cultures. Owing to its robust family of teaching resources and faculties, Uniglobe HSS/college predicates to deliver the best in science +2 programme. All our personnel have a vast experience who have already created an image in the field of science education. The faculties have been presented in the list of their respective department as shown on box.

Administrative Department

The administrative department comprises the positions at director, managers and attendants deputed to work and mobilized under the leadership of the principal. The management team is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the college. Its major responsibility is to implement the policies, procedures, plans and targets set by the Board. There are full time competent and trained professional staff members at the front desk, the revenue and account section, the examination department, the library, the computer lab, and the science lab appointed and attending to maintain learning support requisites.
Facilities

Conference Hall
Uniglobe HSS/college has a very spacious and well-equipped conference hall with 300 capacity. The conference hall is a technologically-equipped place where co-curricular activities such as science conference, presentations, talk shows, exhibitions, and other group events are organized. The conference hall is designed in abundance with AC, multimedia, performance-friendly stage structures, and other essential facilities.

LIBRARY
Uniglobe HSS/college provides updated and resourceful library facility to assist teaching-learning process to become enriched and complete. The library at Uniglobe HSS/College has a wide collection of books on science and technologies, encyclopedias, dictionaries, periodicals (Journals, magazines, bulletin etc.), multimedia and soft learning devices. The stock of modern and continental menu guaranteed on breakfast, snacks and main courses.

Computer Lab
Uniglobe HSS/college is rich in various technical and infrastructural aspects. In this regard, we have a technically supported and well-equipped computer lab consisting of branded LED computers with unlimited internet facilities. The lab is a full-time operating section at Uniglobe HSS/college designed to provide an easy and convenient access for the learning minds to explore through cloud-based technology.

Library
The science labs at Uniglobe HSS/college are in three different blocks each consisting of equipment and materials useful for different branches such as Physics, Chemistry, and Biology which are further equipped with instruments required for Botany and Zoology. The lab enables each student at the time of practical to carry out experiments and remain engaged full time. Each device is placed in the ratio i.e. one student one instrument for the classes of grade XI and XII. The lab is computer supported for digital technology as required in the science courses.

Science Lab
Uniglobe HSS/college provides updated and resourceful library facility to assist teaching-learning process to become enriched and complete. The library at Uniglobe HSS/College has a wide collection of books on science and technologies, encyclopedias, dictionaries, periodicals (Journals, magazines, bulletin etc.), multimedia and soft learning devices. The stock of modern and well equipped computer lab consisting of branded LED computers with unlimited internet facilities. The lab is a full-time operating section at Uniglobe HSS/college designed to provide an easy and convenient access for the learning minds to explore through cloud-based technology.

Cafeteria
Health and hygiene factor is essentially an area of prime focus for a learning environment at Uniglobe HSS/college. Learners and teaching individuals as intellectual practitioners are exposed to rigorous mental exercise over unlimited time hours and hence, facility of hygiene and quality food is indispensable to ensure effectiveness in their teaching-learning endeavors. The cafeteria is perfectly hygienic place with professional staff who are ever curious to serve students, staff and visiting guests with standard menu or healthier, snacks and main courses. Variety of health-friendly local as well as continental menu guaranteed of quality are served at the canteen at reasonable cost.

Sports
Motivation is a very important stimulant reinforcing students’ progress in their academic performance. Students fairly require on partial as well as regular basis their self-related participation in varying fun oriented activities to line with their academic involvement at the fullest. With a sense of exposing learning minds to rejuvenating environment that would reflect and motivate them to emit best out of their latent capabilities, students at Uniglobe HSS/college are exposed to ample opportunities in the outdoor as well as indoor genres such as Football, Cricket, Basketball, Badminton, Table tennis, Wood ball, and more... that are held in the form of inter-section competitions.

Transportation
Uniglobe College deputes a number of buses as needed for convenient and unrestricted campus facilities. The college buses as well as student-friendly micro-buses are operated for students to receive transportation services from any part of ring road within Kathmandu.
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